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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

After analyzing and discussing the data at the chapter IV, the writer would

like to give a clear conclusion and suggestion on this chapter. The conclusion is

described according to the formulation of the statement of the problems that have

briefly stated in chapter I. Furthermore, the suggestion dealing with this study

will be as the information of the researcher to the next researchers who are

interested in doing the same study but in different part or object. Therefore,

hopefully, the result of the next research will be better than the previous research.

This chapter presents the conclusion and suggestion as the final result of this

research entitled “the slavery struggle in some bob Marley songs; (an analysis

by using Karl Marx’s theory), consider to the data analysis and data

interpretation in the previous chapter.

Conclusion

The researcher analysis about the slavery in the lyric of Bob Marley’s

song and the researcher uses discourse analysis which reveal the meaning based

on context such, history, culture, social condition and politic in Bob Marley life.

This research gave many benefits for the development of people, example people

become more critical when they are enjoying a song, people can know the

background of creating the song, people become more sensitive with the

condition around them etc.
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Moreover, the research is delivered as a thesis as reference for the next

researching about analyzing the song lyric and social study of the song itself. The

researcher used the theory from Marxism in social class analysis and historical

approach. Based on this theory that correlates to the data itself (the lyrics;

Get Up Stand Up, Buffalo soldier, Redemption song, and Zimbabwe), the

researcher found some form of slavery in some sentences and stanza. There are

First, the slavery not has a power in their own home land. The second, the upper

classes do not want any changes because of the upper classes have steadily and

established property owned by with, so that the upper classes directly maintain its

status as a class on the slave will remain forever being a slave it was capitalism.

The third, namely: estrangement from his work, the alienation of the act of

producing, the alienation of human and others, alienation from its own species.

The fourth, the lower classes who has long oppressed have a desire to conquer the

upper classes, otherwise the upper classes will keep the role of his powers as the

upper classes. The slaves could no longer fight because it too tired with the

number of jobs in give his master not in accordance with their ability.

The last one from this research is about social side of the song. The

important is we have to learn about the mean of sociology. Sociology is science

of society that learns human as member of society itself, with tradition

correlation, habit, and religious which covering every element of life.
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Suggestion

Firstly, if we want to understand about the messages of the song

lyric, we need to read and understand it carefully. One of those ways is using

Karl Marx’s theory especially if your research about slavery struggle song.

Moreover, the theory gave us an understanding completely enough about how we

analyze the song lyric deeply.

Secondly, discussing about social side of the song lyric is also interested.

Several people usually think why we have to analyze about it. We know that

person is social person; of course we have to know about the social meaning.

One of the ways is by understanding the meaning of the song lyric. By

understanding social side, hopefully we can be a good person. It means the

person who caring more to other people.
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